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TMCOLLACLOT

Haemostatic Collagen Sponge

From trauma 

wounds to 

minor 

bleeds, 
TMCollaclot  

starts to 

work in 

milliseconds 

to clot the 

blood, stop 

bleeding and 

improve 

healing

Formed with a natural collagen derivative

For use on major trauma wounds to minor bleeds

Versatile for multiple wounds and everyday use

Can be removed without tissue damage and minimises re-bleeding

Works instantly

Quick and simple to apply to any bleeding site

Conformable to multiple trauma sites

Significantly improves healing

Available in two sizes

Saves time and money

Collaclot�� is for animal use only

“Don't plug the bleed, clot the blood”

http://www.twenty20hc.com


TMCollaclot  - Haemostatic Collagen Sponge

Product Description Product Code

  Collaclot - 3cm x 3cm CCV002

  Collaclot - 10cm x 7.5cm CCV003
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The latest innovation in haemostatic agents, which enhances the 

efficiency of procedures or emergency situations that require a fast 

and effective control of blood flow.

TM
Collaclot  is a haemostatic sponge, versatile enough for a variety of animal wounds and appropriate 

for major and minor bleeds.  This product is made from 100% Avian Collagen (which is one of the 

closest matches to human collagen) and not only stops the bleed but acts as a catalyst to speed up the 

healing process of a wound by activating the natural blood-clotting cascade.  

Collagen is the most prevalent protein within the body.  Its fibre-like structure is used to make 

connective tissue and is a major component of bone, skin, muscle, tendons and cartilage.  It plays a 

critical role in the regulation phases of wound healing and contributes to the mechanical strength and 

elasticity of tissues.

TM
Unlike other products, Collaclot  works with the animal’s blood to help activate the clotting process, 

rather than absorbing the blood.  Some competitor products absorb the blood and form a plug, which 

doesn’t conform well to the shape of the injury, while others have no clot attached and the blood is 

only absorbed into the product, forming a light, sticky gel. Due to the fact that this product has to be 
TM

removed, it counteracts the natural processes of clot formation. Collaclot , on the other hand, 

creates a resilient, flexible block that seals blood vessels and resists further bleeding on movements, 

proving its superiority for general first aid, trauma wounds and emergency bleeding.

3cm x 3cm size - for smaller 

animals (including 

domestic pets)

10cm x 7.5cm size 

- for use on larger 

animals including 

equine.

Using rough side 

face-down to the 

wound increases 

blood absorption


